EVS Metal Acquires Amada EG 6013 Power Press Brake with Automation for
Riverdale, New Jersey Manufacturing Facility
EVS Metal, Inc., has added an extraordinary new fabrication system to their New Jersey
manufacturing facility: the Amada EG 6013 Power Press Brake with Automation. This new
bending machine allows EVS to process parts with both high speed and high degrees of
precision by utilizing an advanced, six-axis robot that automatically sets itself up with the
correct tools to create the required bends, even in small, complex parts.
Riverdale, NJ (PRWEB) April 14, 2016 -- EVS Metal, Inc., has added an extraordinary new fabrication system
to their New Jersey manufacturing facility: the Amada EG 6013 Power Press Brake with Automation. This new
bending machine features the world’s first dual servo-electric drive, allowing EVS to process parts with both
high speed and high degrees of precision. The EG 6013 is especially impressive as it utilizes an advanced, sixaxis robot that doesn’t just process parts, but actually sets itself up with the correct tools to create the required
bends. This virtually eliminates the need for human operators, and therefore the potential dangers presented to
them while handling small, highly-complex parts.
Why did EVS Metal choose this particular press brake? “Quality results and optimization of resources,” says
EVS co-founder and vice president Joe Amico. “We are committed to the ideals of continuous improvement
throughout all aspects of our operations, from front office to job floor. The Amada EG 6013 is fast, but
exceptionally precise, allowing our company to eliminate both time and materials wastes, while producing bestin-class results for our customers.”
Other features of the new dual servo-electric press include:
-- Quick loading and unloading of parts via multiple stations
-- Automatic tool changing station, allowing for continuous operation
-- Thickness Detection System (TDS) self-regulates depth positioning by reading the variance in material
thickness
-- Larger open height and high rigidity TDS frame allows for longer machine strokes during materials
processing
-- Offline programming capabilities
Amada’s reputation for quality made the 6013’s acquisition an easy choice and is an exciting addition to the
already-impressive lineup of machines available at EVS Metal’s Riverdale-based manufacturing facility,
conveniently located just 30 miles outside of New York City. It will allow the fabricator to maintain the tight
tolerances and quality standards for which they have come to be known, all without a single operator. With this
new addition up and running, EVS now stands ready to take on most any type of complex, high-precision
bending project efficiently and cost-effectively, from prototype to production run.
About EVS Metal:
EVS Metal provides end-to-end manufacturing and logistics services to companies throughout the United
States. A leading metal fabrication, machining and finishing shop, EVS also offers integration services, various
stocking programs and design/engineering support. EVS Metal is a privately held corporation, headquartered
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with a manufacturing facility in Riverdale, New Jersey and with additional facilities in Pflugerville, TX
(Austin); Keene, NH; and East Stroudsburg, PA. Recognized for its world-class manufacturing processes, EVS
has enjoyed tremendous growth, fueled by a commitment to both quality and customer service. For more
information, please visit http://www.evsmetal.com/.
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Contact Information
Joe Amico
EVS Metal, Inc.
http://www.evsmetal.com
+1 937-551-1890
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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